Skin Care for life inside and out®

technology

out of the room
Tools and Technology of Convenience for
the Forward Thinking Skin Therapist
As technology becomes smaller and more intelligent
in every aspect of our day to day lives, it is no surprise
that we are seeing this trend coming forward with
skin care tools and technology. Whether it be high
tech vision visors that now allow the skin therapist to
effortlessly examine their client’s skin while they work,
or the new breed of rechargeable professional battery
operated technology that allow the skin therapist the
ultimate agility in her environment and budget, there
is no doubt that our needs as esthetic professionals
are evolving.
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Bringing the Treatment Out of the Room!
A big part of this evolution has been spawned by the extremely
strong trend of bringing the service literally out of the room.
Although historically we have hidden away our secret tools and
technology in the dark corners of our service rooms, the future
of skin care could not be more opposite. The forward thinking
tools and technology of tomorrow’s skin therapist are more than
efficacious and effective, they are interesting and fashionable;
the bling of skin care! Hand held, compact, cordless technology
that can be conveniently carried in a skin therapist’s tool belt,
or positioned near the service chair in a “room-less” service
environment are hot! The appearance of a skin therapist greeting
her client wearing her high tech attire in itself is a statement; the
image is commanding, definite, and confident.

Advanced Technology
The new hybrid innovations of skin care tools and technology
represent some of the most technologically advanced
ideas and concepts in skin care today, and best of all, they
complement and respect the power of touch! By no means
have they eliminated the need for full size technology, rather
they have allowed an entirely new set of tools to further refine
our services and results. Shop smart, as not all products
are created equal. Use your logic, and look for the science
and the education that supports the technology. Seek out
knowledgeable and credible manufacturers and suppliers
who really know their stuff when it comes to technology, and
most importantly take the time to educate yourself about it.
Although the prices for these new exciting tools are certainly
attainable, there is no doubt that you will see significant price
variances within the market place. Two things that should
never be bargained with; your reputation and your business.
Simply put, when you are investing in yourself and your
business, settle for nothing less than the BEST.

advantages of
layering technologies
The concept of layering technology is natural, logical, intuitive,
and strategic. It incorporates the philosophy of using multiple
synergetic and scientific disciplines together in one service to
maximize the results naturally and expeditiously.
Having the ultimate array of technology at your fingertips allows you
to create an infinite number of services, each unique to address
specific concerns for each client. This uniqueness makes your
services one of a kind both by method and result. This ideology is
not only proven in regards to the results obtained with your client’s
skin, but also the growth and success that you can achieve with
your business.
What is consistent about the skin is its inconsistency; no two
individuals are the same. Each client must have his or her own
specific professional recommendations, which in many cases
may include as many as five technologies used in harmony. There
is commonly a leader in the layering technique; one technology
that is deemed as dominant to meet each client’s objective. The
other technologies are used as accents both before and after the
dominant technology to enhance the results.

The layering concept allows for a comprehensive
service, as not all skin reacts the same to all
technology. By utilizing multiple disciplines
together, the end result is improved and the
amount of time it required to achieve this result
is reduced. An array of technology is also very
useful from a marketing standpoint, as it allows
a near endless array of services that can be
strategically placed on your menu. In addition,
it provides your business the opportunity to
strike interest with a broader client base. Most
of today’s well-read and savvy consumers
usually have a favorite technology that they have
recently read or heard about.
Regardless of which way you slice it, owning
one layer or multiple layers of Bio-Therapeutic
technology is good business. Possessing
the intimate knowledge of how to use each
technology individually, and in layered form, is
equally as important as having the best made
technology in the world. Another reason to
choose Bio-Therapeutic as your solution for
forward thinking skincare, technology, and
equipment!

Bio-Brasion TRINITY
®

wet /dry
microdermabrasion

Diamond Tips

5 levels of diamond exfoliation

This advanced technology with manually applied topical solutions is set to redefine and
create a new standard and comfort in microdermabrasion services. The unique technology,
combined with its superior designed Diamond Tip hand piece, allows the skin therapist to
perform the most progressive new service in skin care; layered wet / dry microdermabrasion.
A variety of abrasion selections and products allows the skin therapist to quickly perform as
many as four passes, creating a unique and exact service to meet every client’s objective.

accent AIR
®

micronized product application

The bt-accent® AIR revives the skin by encouraging the application of advanced products
containing the latest, most powerful, and proven ingredients to combat hydration loss, and
dull, flaccid skin. The bt-accent® AIR arrives complete with accessories to offer a powerful,
stand alone service, as well as the ability to offer individualized accent and add on services
to any facial.

3

accent LED
®

3 color LED

three service times

15 minutes | 20 minutes | 30 minutes
Accent technology is set to redefine the way
you do business. The portable and sleek
design is meant to effortlessly assimilate into
any service environment. The bt-accent® LED
features over 500 red, blue, and combination
lights to address a variety of service options.

three ranges

10hz | 40hz | 100hz

three lights

red | blue | combination

the mini service
1: CONSULT

2: HYDRATION CHECK

3: CLEANSE

4: OBSERVE

Bio-Therapeutic products are not intended to diagnose or treat any medical condition.

service options
A combination of the bt-micro® and bt-nano® can be used in or out of the service room. The btmicro® can perform the entire service or the bt-nano® can be included for advanced skin work.
Both technologies will allow for agility and freedom to custom tailor services for each client.

micro

®

6: ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

5: Service Options

nano

®

analyze

®

skin identification

Intelligent Product Choices
Using advanced technology and sophisticated skin membrane sensor, the bt-analyze® uses
advanced technology to calculate moisture levels on the skin in multiple zones of the face to
clearly define the needs of each area. Each reading is saved and displayed on the intelligent
LCD screen so that it can be documented at the end of the analysis. This tool gives quick
guidance to clients and begins the process of allowing them to become an active participant
in understanding their skin and need for specific products and services to reach their goals.
The bt-analyze should be used before each service, as well as after the service, to capture
improvements made and to note modifications needed.

Features
• Compact at only 3.5 inches in length
• Weighs less than 5oz
• Battery powered, cordless
• Large skin specific membrane sensor
• Precise measurements with delineation
to the tenth

• Easy to view LCD display with 7
memory measurement function
• Protective membrane cap
• Easy to sanitize with disinfectant wipes
• Fits perfectly in the bt-techbelt™
• Clear silicone protective skin

zoom

®

magnify + illuminate

hand held mag lamp
The bt-zoom® magnifies up to 5x, has 8 clear LED lights to enhance skin details, and
4 UV LED lights allowing for rapid observation of clients’ skin. Utilize this system during
consultations or in the retail area for product recommendations.

Features
• 8 Clear LED Light Illumination
• 4 UV LED Lights
• Magnification of 5X
• Uses 3 AAA batteries
• Silicone protective skin

vision

®

see clear, be clear

Having the ability to analyze the skin at multiple magnification levels with the perfect light
every time is key in determining the perfect skin care products and professional services
for your client. The bt-vision® is a self lit vision visor that is battery powered, lightweight,
features our white light LED illumination system, and comes with range of magnification
lenses; 1.2X, 1.8X, 2.5X, 3.5X. This handy tool not only looks intelligent, it is intelligent, and
replaces the need for your mag lamp. Additionally, it can be used in the treatment room or
out, as well as in the retail area for on the spot skin analysis.

Features
• Cordless, battery powered
• Clear LED Light Illumination System
• Multiple magnification lenses 1.2X, 1.8X, 2.5X, 3.5X
• Will hold two magnification lenses at all times
• Quick release lens system
• 5 way adjustable light
• Head piece is completely adjustable for
optimum comfort for all day wear
• Weighs less than 1 pound

sonic

®

microsonic cleansing brush

dull days are over
The bt-sonic® is the latest addition to Bio-Therapeutic’s btGEAR® line. Powerful and portable, this sonic cleansing brush
is ideal for both home and professional use. Water resistant
and engineered for everyday use, its ergonomic shape is
comfortable in the hand. The triangular cleansing head design
is thorough and gentle on your skin as the antimicrobial and
antibacterial Azul silicone bristles cleanse areas that other
brushes simply can’t reach. Microsonic cleansing technology
has been shown to cleanse 6-8 times better than manual
cleansing. The bt-sonic is fun to use, provides a professional
quality cleansing in as little as 2 minutes, and leaves skin
feeling smooth and radiant.

Features
• Light weight and compact for quick and effective cleansing
• Compact and agile; 1.5” w x 7.1” h
• Powered by 2 aaa batteries (included)
• Weight: 2.8 oz

micro

®

ultrasonic exfoliation

ultra thin ergonomic design
The bt-micro® is the latest in hand held professional
technology that offers ultrasonic exfoliation using forward
thinking patented technology. bt-micro ultrasonic
exfoliation works by creating high speed oscillations, leaving
skin smooth, fresh, and perfectly prepared for product
application. The bt-micro is powered by a rechargeable
battery, compact, lightweight, and is extremely effective
as a stand alone tool or used in conjunction with other
technology services.

Features
• Weighs 2.7 oz
• Compact and agile; 12mm X 170mm
• Cordless, rechargeable battery system
• Can be used in every facial
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nano

®

mini microcurrent

the perfect anytime facial
The bt-nano is the ultimate mini system, utilizing our exclusive patented Suzuki
Sequencing® platform. The bt-nano can be easily held in one hand, and economically
placed in or out of the treatment room. It positions perfectly in any environment and
setting due to its size, portability, and convenience.

Features
• Compact (takes up less surface area than a 5x7 postcard), convenient and intelligent,
weighing in at less than 1 pound
• Battery operated and completely mobile
• Contains Suzuki Sequencing Technology
• Clear silicone protective skin
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Bio-Therapeutic works
in your business.
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INTERNATIONAL USE ONLY
Items shown may not be available in all countries
Bio-Therapeutic products are not intended to diagnose or treat any medical condition.
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